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Interview Questions – Safety & Risk Management Guidelines

Ice Racing applications 

Risk management control measures are critical and important aspects the responsible OHV (off

vehicle) facility, promoter and/or event management team must establish in the general 

their off-highway vehicle recreational business. An established set of management controls must be in 

place and utilized responsibly to protect our Motorsports insurance package ratings and the loss ratio of 

the insurance company providing ou

Before submitting applications for ice racing events, our field underwriting must determine the 

management efforts, styles and basic operating philosophies of the perspective Motorsports accounts. 

It’s important to identify unfavorable conditions before submitting an application, at which time we can 

determine if the operation managers are willing and able to meet our own basic safety operational 

guidelines. 

Listed below are topics that relate to the management principals described 

operators and management staff to explain their system of oversight and management, our staff will be 

in a better position to determine the acceptability of the application.

Questions:  

The following apply to ice racing events.

1) What is your procedure for determining ice thickness as a safety control measure? What is the 

minimum ice thickness your organization uses as a guideline?

 

 

 

 

 

 

2) Do you provide a separate pit and spectator area? 

spectator should be allowed on the course or in the event pit area. Please describe how you 

manage these areas. 
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Safety & Risk Management Guidelines 

Risk management control measures are critical and important aspects the responsible OHV (off

vehicle) facility, promoter and/or event management team must establish in the general 

highway vehicle recreational business. An established set of management controls must be in 

place and utilized responsibly to protect our Motorsports insurance package ratings and the loss ratio of 

the insurance company providing our OHV specific products. 

Before submitting applications for ice racing events, our field underwriting must determine the 

management efforts, styles and basic operating philosophies of the perspective Motorsports accounts. 

able conditions before submitting an application, at which time we can 

determine if the operation managers are willing and able to meet our own basic safety operational 

Listed below are topics that relate to the management principals described above. By asking the 

operators and management staff to explain their system of oversight and management, our staff will be 

in a better position to determine the acceptability of the application. 

The following apply to ice racing events. 

What is your procedure for determining ice thickness as a safety control measure? What is the 

minimum ice thickness your organization uses as a guideline? 

Do you provide a separate pit and spectator area? Underwriting requirements state that no 

spectator should be allowed on the course or in the event pit area. Please describe how you 
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Risk management control measures are critical and important aspects the responsible OHV (off-highway 

vehicle) facility, promoter and/or event management team must establish in the general operations of 

highway vehicle recreational business. An established set of management controls must be in 

place and utilized responsibly to protect our Motorsports insurance package ratings and the loss ratio of 

Before submitting applications for ice racing events, our field underwriting must determine the 

management efforts, styles and basic operating philosophies of the perspective Motorsports accounts. 

able conditions before submitting an application, at which time we can 

determine if the operation managers are willing and able to meet our own basic safety operational 

above. By asking the 

operators and management staff to explain their system of oversight and management, our staff will be 

What is your procedure for determining ice thickness as a safety control measure? What is the 

Underwriting requirements state that no 

spectator should be allowed on the course or in the event pit area. Please describe how you 
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3) As promoters ourselves, we understand that it may be difficult to secure an ice race area so 

others who are enjoying their activities do not interfere with your event. Some type of control 

must be obtained in order to provide coverage. If you are using snow banks, construction 

fencing, and ample distance between the fence and course, please explain how yo

operations utilize these tools. By policy standards, we must have fencing in front of the 

spectators and pit area. Please confirm that you have this.

 

 

 

 

 

4) Ample distance between the edge of race / practice track and the spectator viewing areas are 

vital risk management controls. Where possible, higher elevations for the spectator viewing 

area(s) is a positive risk control. It’s sometimes easier (and preferred) to have spectators on land 

for fencing (and risk) purposes. Also confirm that we have 75’ 

track. If a rider gets off track, we want enough room for them to correct the situation without 

the risk of a collision with the fence and snow banks. What is the distance between the track 

and fence? 

 

 

 

 

 

5) Does the facility have rules of expected conduct and safety regulation signage prominently 

posted at a number of highly visible locations throughout the area? Pictures showing such 

wording greatly increase the chance of event approval.

 

 

 

 

 

6) What type of “directional flow” signage

tow vehicles, spectator traffic (if applicable), emergency vehicles, plowing/grooming equipment 

and participant ATV / dirt bikes through the entire pit to track areas? Please write what is used 

here and how it’s managed. Be sure to indicate all of the above on the sketch as well.
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As promoters ourselves, we understand that it may be difficult to secure an ice race area so 

ho are enjoying their activities do not interfere with your event. Some type of control 

must be obtained in order to provide coverage. If you are using snow banks, construction 

fencing, and ample distance between the fence and course, please explain how yo

operations utilize these tools. By policy standards, we must have fencing in front of the 

ors and pit area. Please confirm that you have this. 

Ample distance between the edge of race / practice track and the spectator viewing areas are 

vital risk management controls. Where possible, higher elevations for the spectator viewing 

area(s) is a positive risk control. It’s sometimes easier (and preferred) to have spectators on land 

for fencing (and risk) purposes. Also confirm that we have 75’ or more between the fence and 

track. If a rider gets off track, we want enough room for them to correct the situation without 

the risk of a collision with the fence and snow banks. What is the distance between the track 

rules of expected conduct and safety regulation signage prominently 

posted at a number of highly visible locations throughout the area? Pictures showing such 

wording greatly increase the chance of event approval. 

What type of “directional flow” signage or control measures establish the traffic patterns for the 

tow vehicles, spectator traffic (if applicable), emergency vehicles, plowing/grooming equipment 

and participant ATV / dirt bikes through the entire pit to track areas? Please write what is used 

re and how it’s managed. Be sure to indicate all of the above on the sketch as well.
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As promoters ourselves, we understand that it may be difficult to secure an ice race area so 

ho are enjoying their activities do not interfere with your event. Some type of control 

must be obtained in order to provide coverage. If you are using snow banks, construction 

fencing, and ample distance between the fence and course, please explain how your specific 

operations utilize these tools. By policy standards, we must have fencing in front of the 

Ample distance between the edge of race / practice track and the spectator viewing areas are 

vital risk management controls. Where possible, higher elevations for the spectator viewing 

area(s) is a positive risk control. It’s sometimes easier (and preferred) to have spectators on land 

or more between the fence and 

track. If a rider gets off track, we want enough room for them to correct the situation without 

the risk of a collision with the fence and snow banks. What is the distance between the track 

rules of expected conduct and safety regulation signage prominently 

posted at a number of highly visible locations throughout the area? Pictures showing such 

or control measures establish the traffic patterns for the 

tow vehicles, spectator traffic (if applicable), emergency vehicles, plowing/grooming equipment 

and participant ATV / dirt bikes through the entire pit to track areas? Please write what is used 

re and how it’s managed. Be sure to indicate all of the above on the sketch as well. 
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7) What types of controls are used to establish directional flow that riders are clear on the 

direction to go when entering the track area or event, as well as clearly und

directions? 

 

 

 

 

8) If applicable to the type of event being run, explain the procedures used for determining who 

can be on the practice track during structured practice racing / riding (in other words outside of 

the wheel-to-wheel racing classes or on competition race days)?

 

 

 

 

9) What is the method used to allow the riders onto the track / riding area for practice? Are the 

riders allowed out single file or all at once?

 

 

 

 

 

10) Are there a maximum numbers of riders allowed on the track at one tim

number determined? 

 

 

 

 

11) How does your management plan account for the track time and placement of the experienced 

riders, less experienced, and youthful riders?

 

 

 

 

12) If applicable, what different categories and/or different tracks do yo

ages and types of machines?
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What types of controls are used to establish directional flow that riders are clear on the 

direction to go when entering the track area or event, as well as clearly understanding exit point 

If applicable to the type of event being run, explain the procedures used for determining who 

can be on the practice track during structured practice racing / riding (in other words outside of 

classes or on competition race days)? 

What is the method used to allow the riders onto the track / riding area for practice? Are the 

riders allowed out single file or all at once? 

Are there a maximum numbers of riders allowed on the track at one time? If so, how is that 

How does your management plan account for the track time and placement of the experienced 

riders, less experienced, and youthful riders? 

If applicable, what different categories and/or different tracks do you use for the various youth 

ages and types of machines? 
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What types of controls are used to establish directional flow that riders are clear on the 

erstanding exit point 

If applicable to the type of event being run, explain the procedures used for determining who 

can be on the practice track during structured practice racing / riding (in other words outside of 

What is the method used to allow the riders onto the track / riding area for practice? Are the 

e? If so, how is that 

How does your management plan account for the track time and placement of the experienced 

u use for the various youth 
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13) What is your management policy for All

being on the same track(s) at the same time? Clarify that no three

on location. If we see pictures of three

see that they are being run, any further events will not be insured for your organization under 

NMI and its affiliated carriers. Our policy specifically excludes cove

 

 

 

 

14) Are there different tracks for the different vehicles and/or age groups (pee wee tracks vs SX 

tracks vs flat tracks, etc.)? Describe on sketch and include pictures.

 

 

 

 

15) Is there a maximum time limit allowed each rider on the pr

How are the riders monitored and / or observed and alerted by the track management team if 

fatigue or other issues arise?

 

 

 

 

16) What is your medical emergency evacuation plan and who determines when to implement it? 

Do you have an ambulance on site for all wheel to wheel racing? Please describe.

 

 

 

 

17) Are your course workers / flaggers trained and updated on procedures to improve track and 

practice conditions? Explain and describe.

 

 

 

 

18) What are the means and/or method of communication between facility and/or event workers 

with each other? 
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What is your management policy for All-Terrain Vehicle (ATV 4-wheelers) and dirt bike practice 

being on the same track(s) at the same time? Clarify that no three- wheeled ATVs are allowed 

ion. If we see pictures of three-wheelers in use on your pictures or visit your event and 

see that they are being run, any further events will not be insured for your organization under 

NMI and its affiliated carriers. Our policy specifically excludes coverage for three

Are there different tracks for the different vehicles and/or age groups (pee wee tracks vs SX 

tracks vs flat tracks, etc.)? Describe on sketch and include pictures. 

Is there a maximum time limit allowed each rider on the practice track for fatigue purposes? 

How are the riders monitored and / or observed and alerted by the track management team if 

fatigue or other issues arise? 

What is your medical emergency evacuation plan and who determines when to implement it? 

have an ambulance on site for all wheel to wheel racing? Please describe.

Are your course workers / flaggers trained and updated on procedures to improve track and 

practice conditions? Explain and describe. 

What are the means and/or method of communication between facility and/or event workers 
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wheelers) and dirt bike practice 
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wheelers in use on your pictures or visit your event and 

see that they are being run, any further events will not be insured for your organization under 

rage for three-wheelers. 

Are there different tracks for the different vehicles and/or age groups (pee wee tracks vs SX 

actice track for fatigue purposes? 

How are the riders monitored and / or observed and alerted by the track management team if 

What is your medical emergency evacuation plan and who determines when to implement it? 

have an ambulance on site for all wheel to wheel racing? Please describe. 
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19) What is the system to schedule workers and what / who determines if they are properly 

trained? 

 

 

 

 

 

20) If a sufficient number of facility / event /

time, how does the event management handle the shortfall?

 

 

 

 

 

21) Explain when they are contracted and what type of EMT’s, paramed

responders are utilized? 

 

 

 

 

 

22) Is the medical assessment t

facility via a reliable trackside response vehicle(s)? Explain or describe the vehicle or access 

available. 

 

 

 

 

 

23) What are your rider safety gear minimums? Does your event facility post an

minimum requirements and how is it enforced?

 

 

 

 

 

Please be sure your answers are complete. These interview questions play a major role in assessing how 

you run your event and should not be taken lightly. If you have any questions on any of these 

please contact us for assistance. 
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What is the system to schedule workers and what / who determines if they are properly 

If a sufficient number of facility / event / race workers are not present at the designated start 

time, how does the event management handle the shortfall? 

Explain when they are contracted and what type of EMT’s, paramedics, or medical first 

Is the medical assessment team able to access and retrieve the injured patron at any part of the 

facility via a reliable trackside response vehicle(s)? Explain or describe the vehicle or access 

What are your rider safety gear minimums? Does your event facility post and promote the 

minimum requirements and how is it enforced? 

Please be sure your answers are complete. These interview questions play a major role in assessing how 

you run your event and should not be taken lightly. If you have any questions on any of these 
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What is the system to schedule workers and what / who determines if they are properly 

race workers are not present at the designated start 

s, or medical first 

eam able to access and retrieve the injured patron at any part of the 

facility via a reliable trackside response vehicle(s)? Explain or describe the vehicle or access 

d promote the 

Please be sure your answers are complete. These interview questions play a major role in assessing how 

you run your event and should not be taken lightly. If you have any questions on any of these questions, 


